Terms of Use
The App „Dictate⁺“ is provided by JOTOMI GmbH.
Using the “Feature Unlock” subscription in Dictate⁺ is subject to
the following terms of use.
1. Functionality
When you purchase a “Feature Unlock” subscription, the length
limit of 30 seconds for each individual dictation is raised to up to
24 hours, depending on the configured recording quality and
the available space on your device.
1.1. Maximum recording length per dictation
Quality

Sampling Maximum length per
rate
dictation

Normal

11025 Hz

Higher

22050 Hz 12 hours

Highest

44100 Hz 6 hours

Studio

48000 Hz 5,5 hours

24 hours

Please note that the maximum length may not be reached if
there’s not enough free space available on your device (2 GB
per maximum length dictation, irrespective of quality).
1.2. Functionality after termination
After the subscription ends, either because you cancel it or
because the automatic renewal is disabled by either Apple or

us, you can still access your previously recorded dictations,
even if they’re longer than 30 seconds. You can play and share
them without any restrictions. Only the recording and editing
features are limited to the first 30 seconds.
2. Period and Renewal
2.1. Existing customers
Customers who purchased the app Dictate + Connect will
receive a feature unlock, free of charge, for a period of four
months after the original purchase date of Dictate + Connect.
For example, if you purcahsed Dictate + Connect on January
1st, 2021, you will receive a free feature unlock until April 30th,
2021. In order to activate your free feature unlock, you need to
have installed Dictate + Connect on the same device and run it
at least once.
2.2. Renewal
Your iTunes account will be charged immediately after
confirming the subscription. The subscription will auto-renew,
unless renewal is deactivated at least 24 h prior to the end of
the current period. Your account will be charged within 24 h
before the end of the current period with the renewal. You can
manage your subscriptions in your iTunes account settings and
disable automatic renewals. When you purchase a subscription,
any eligible free use period (4 months after your Dictate +
Connect purchase date, see above) is forfeit and your account
will be charged immediately.
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